Wow!!! What a year this has been. It will be a blessing to send 2020 into the past, but knowing it is one
year we will never forget in a hurry.
So!! Welcome to 2021 and the beginning of a new year. A new year that I hope will bring good health and
happiness to you all. I do hope this finds you all well and that you all had a great Christmas. For those
members that don’t know me too well, here is a little bit of info on myself:
I started in the RC Hobby in 2002 and was a member of the Red Barons in Roseville for a while. I joined
the Woodland Davis club around 2004-2005, while also being a member of the AMOS club in Sacramento.
I served as V.Prez for AMOS for 3 years. I have been V.Prez for Woodland Davis for the last 2 years.
I do have my Turbine waiver and have a Contest Director certificate (CD) where I have put on jet flies for
AMOS and have been putting on a float fly-in twice a year at Lake Minden for the past 10 years for Woodland Davis.
I would like to Thank the Executive Board for their ongoing support during these extraordinary times. It has
been very challenging to run a club this past year with all the restrictions placed on us during the China virus (COVID-19) shut downs. I would also like to take this opportunity to Thank all our members for their patience, support and input during these trying times. With the CDC social distancing guidelines, please try
to keep up to date on all rules when visiting the RC field along with practicing all other associated recommendations the county has placed on us.
Sadly, we lost one of our longtime and well respected members.. John Hoppe passed in March 2020. A
dedication plaque has been made and the date to install the plaque is yet to be determined. Also a bench
with a plaque dedicated to John was purchased by a few close friends of John and has been placed in the
pit area after a dedication ceremony was held at the field.
Our monthly newsletter continues to be produced, Thanks to Rich Geertson. He could always do with inserts to help make the letter more informative for members. Any news you may have, any tips for the hobby, pictures or any questions you may have about a build you are currently doing... I am sure there is a
member old enough and wise enough to answer any questions you may have. Pictures and info of your
build is always interesting to other members. This helps to keep the newsletter top-notch, and may
promote new members by seeing and knowing that the club is active and interesting.
I hope to see you at the field and the meetings in 2021.
Fly safe!! Keep your distance!! Wear your masks!! And wash your hands!! Lets hope that 2021 is a better
year for all of us than 2020 was.
Signing off...Your Prez for 2021
Randy Sizemore
Prez Sez
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The January General meeting will be held
at the Club Field on Saturday Jan. 9th at
10AM. Watch the WEB page for any changes. Flying is closed during the meeting. Masks are required by Yolo County
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There was no December WDA meeting, thus, no Meeting Minutes.
The irrigation system at the WDA field is up and running to give us some nice green grassy areas, which
during the summer months will be very refreshing instead of all the dried out areas around the runway.
I am taking this opportunity to Thank all those involved in getting this system up and running. This project
took a long time and hard work was involved to make it all come together. Kudos goes out to the following
people.. John Eaton, Art Williams, Doug Barton, Bill McGaughey, Ken Hook and many others that
escape my memory.
Thanks to you all... it will be very much appreciated these coming summer months..
Monty Welch

You recall that last month Mike O’Kane provided an update to the progress on FAA Advisory Circular 9157C… well the AMA held a live town hall on YouTube, December 29th, entitled “Remote ID Review.” IF
you did not attend, I can sum up most of what was discussed regarding the FAA and AMA Remote ID…






ALL radio controlled model aircraft will now be classified as U.A.S. “Unmanned Aerial Systems.” From
a national security and FAA perspective, what we fly are no longer considered “radio controlled model
aircraft.”
These new rules go into effect in approximately 2 months. The AMA expects “shaping” of the rules to
be a 2-3 year process.
To date, U Control and Free Flight models are (thus far) exempt, as are models that weigh LESS than
0.55 pounds (<250 grams).
Under the previous proposal, every single aircraft would have to be registered. Now, registration will be
a singular event that applies to the PILOT, not every aircraft he/she flies, and remains an annual $5 fee.

The final rules break down in one of 3 ways:
1. Standard remote ID: built-in at the manufacture level – REQUIRED to install remote ID into aircraft being built. Broadcasts aircraft location and ID.
2. A broadcast module that is removable. Estimated to cost $20-$50. May be moved from aircraft to aircraft. Module broadcasts its serial number, which is tied to pilot registration.
3. Must fly at officially recognized flying site. FAA recognized ID areas. Community based orgs and Educational institutions can request their “field” be identified, WITHOUT ANY broadcast module. The field
will be identified as a FRIA.
The vast majority of us will fall into either category 2 or 3. Those of us who fly exclusively at an AMA designated flying site (like WDA) are in category #3.
To be in compliance, WDA will have to be registered as a ‘F.R.I.A.’ - FAA Recognized Identification

Area

Perhaps the most asked question during the Town Hall was, “How does a club become a F.R.I.A?”
AMA response: “We don’t know yet. A cube of air space will be allocated to the designated FRIA site.
Club request is valid for 48 months.”
The AMA may have addressed the existing 400 foot ceiling… if they did, I missed it. I DID ask this question during the Town Hall, but to the best of my recollection, they did not talk about it.
They did stress that these rules are literally 32 months from being put in place, so expect some things to
change between now and then.
R. Geertson
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HOPPES’ CHILL & CHILI EVENT 2021
New Year’s DAY— the event started off with a cold and foggy morning... by 2pm the sun had broken thru and burned off
the fog.. the fog was really not that bad, as some people were
flying by the time I arrived there at about 10:45am.
We put up a tarp in the snack shack area to shelter the tables
and eating area from the cool breeze. Thanx to Alyce
Sizemore, Bo Ponzo and Linda Welch for bringing the Chili;
also for making hot chocolate available if anyone who wanted
it. We set up the food etc., in the snack shack itself. This all
worked out very well for convenience for serving the food.
Since this event has been renamed the “Hoppes’ Chill & Chili
event” I brought one of John’s planes to fly in honor of him.
This was a Blom and Voss BV-141 I used the plans to set the
CG, but discovered on the first flight that this was wrong, because it was really tail heavy. I managed to land it without
breaking it, then I rechecked the CG, which was correct according to the plans… Nevertheless, it was tail-heavy. So I
moved the battery and some weight to the nose.
I thought at this point it might be a little nose heavy, which
would have been OK. However, it was still tail heavy, and I
managed to stall it and destroyed the plane in the process. I
don’t understand how the plans could be so wrong? I even had
someone else assist me in determining the CG before the second flight.
(I hope you weren’t watching this debacle John...LOL!)
All in all it was a good day, weather cooperated & seemed like a good start to a new year.
Monty & Linda Welch
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After a brief time-out
for a quick building alternative and a boneheaded crash, I have
resumed work on the
Grumman Skyrocket.
This is a “plans built”
project and all parts are being cut from my existing stock
of balsa and plywood. As I stated previously, I often join wood pieces together to create a
large enough blank from which to cut a particular part. Now that I have gotten to the point
of wing sheeting, it was necessary to order wood from a balsa purveyor. In searching online,
I found a large range of balsa pricing. I knew that buying locally was NOT an economical option… it isn’t that I don’t want to support local hobby shops, but buying individual balsa
sheets retail, would quickly cause my building costs to skyrocket (no pun intended). I needed 30 sheets of 3” 3/32” balsa, and other assorted wood, so finding the best price was my
primary goal. I wanted a substantial number of the sheets to be 40” length (36” is standard)
so that I could use single sheets to span the entire wing center portion. When choosing wing
sheeting, it is possible to find 4” and even 5” wide sheets. While the prospect of using wider
sheets is attractive, as it cuts down on the number of sheets and the amount of work, you
will find that opting for wider than the standard 3” causes the price to rise substantially.
Initially, I checked Balsa USA. I have received good service and quality wood from them in
the past… and therein is another small challenge if shopping for building materials: HOW do
you know the wood being picked and shipped is of good quality? Especially when it comes to
sheet stock, warped wood is a major pain as not only does each edge need to be trimmed
straight, the trimming represents waste. How do you know the wood ordered online will be
the correct weight/density? Well, unless the purveyor classifies the wood (light, medium,
hard, “contest”), you really don’t. Buying without seeing is a bit of a gamble...
In shopping for the best pricing, I found “Balsa Wood Inc.’ http://www.balsawoodinc.com/
After placing my order, I sent a note to the seller explaining what I needed the sheets for
and that he ‘please pick out suitable stock.’ It must have worked, as I am VERY pleased with
the quality and consistency of wood I received. And his pricing was substantially lower than
Balsa USA and other sources I searched for. My order was shipped via FedEx ground at very
reasonable cost and reasonable transit time. I will DEFINITELY use this supplier again for
wood!
Progress on the Skyrocket in pix… from a stack of ribs, to the beginnings of a wing…
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Time to build the engine nacelles, which also house the landing gear…

Just so ya know I ain’t fibbin, the markings circled above are on ply leftover from my Bearcat
build. Yeah, I’m one of those wood misers who throws almost nothing away when it comes
to building materials! You just NEVER KNOW when a piece might come in handy…
The gear are air operated Robart #151 retracts with the lower strut rotated 90 degrees so
the gear retract straight back into the nacelle (a la DC-3).
I really like the unusual wing plan form. The straight and very solid center portion gives me
confidence that a hard landing won’t have my landing gear poking up through the top of the
wing! On the down-side, this old-school design of a one-piece wing promises to be another
P.I.T.A. to work with, from finishing, to mounting it on the fuselage. Worse,
not only will it have the weight of the retracts, it will also have TWO ENGINES
bolted to it! My wife has already notified me that there will be NO SYMPATHY
EXPRESSED for complaints about handling this model…
My sympathy allocation was exhausted on the BEARCAT!
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Mercifully, the tailwheel does not retract. Not shown in the pix are the rudders and elevators, which are completed. All pushrods and most control linkage is also completed. Lest
you think I am using Ny-Rods to actuate giant scale control surfaces, be advised the only NyRod used is for tailwheel steering. The Ny-Rod housings for rudders and elevators, hide solid
metal pushrods. The housings are anchored at every bulkhead for zero flex.
The fuel tanks being employed are 20 ounce Roto Flow. These tanks are relatively expensive, but what price peace of mind? I have utilized several Roto Flow tanks and to date,
haven’t experienced a single failure or glitch of any kind. They come ready to use NO assembly required. http://www.jlproducts.net/ProductRotoFlow.html
Engines for this project? TBD (to be decided)… what I know for sure is they will be 30cc to
40cc, GAS, and definitely NOT made in China. My
wife and I are on a mission to slow China’s rise to
world economic dominance; to that end, the words
“Made in China” have become increasingly scarce in
the Geertson household.
On another note, my Quickie 500 flies so much better
when the ailerons are moving in the proper direction…
This photo was taken after repairs and it’s second
‘maiden’ Dec. 30th.
Rich Geertson
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Floatplane Water-Rudder Steering by Ed Morgan
I’m now working on converting my kit-built Sportster-20 mini-pattern plane (with tricycle landing gear) to a
floatplane. Fellow club member Ken Hook generously gave me a set of E-flite pre-built 25-size floats. The
included wire strut assembly was designed for a Piper Cub model, so it was not suitable for mounting the
floats to my model. I designed and built my own strut assembly using music wire and a Stay-Brite brand
silver solder kit.
The E-flite kit came with a steel-cable in plastictube control for operating the water-rudder by
connecting it to the air-rudder. This system is
not ideal. It adds a lot of weight behind the model CG (center of gravity). It also has a lot of friction and “slop” or looseness in operation. This
leads to reduced water-rudder effectiveness,
irregular amount of control-throw, and poor centering of the water-rudder when returning to
neutral.
I much prefer to install a pull-pull cable system
to operate the water runner(s) on my models. It
is light in weight, has very little control slop, has
excellent control-centering when neutralized,
works for rudders on one or both floats, and is
rock-solid reliable and effective. This system is
easy to install on a land-plane with tricycle landing gear. Simply remove the steerable nose gear strut, and replace it with a short music wire rod with tiller or dual-steering
arm attached. You can also “stack” single-arm tillers to make a
double-arm tiller.
The “stacked” control tiller works fine, but is heavier and has a
“cluttered” or amateur look to it. I prefer to make my own tillers
from brass stock and solder. The tiller arms shown in this article are about 2 1/4” in total span, but you can make them any
size needed. Brass is stronger than aluminum, and it can be
silver-soldered. These tiller-arms can be soldered directly to the

control-shaft, or soldered to a “wheel-collar”
to mount on the end of the control shaft with
the set-screw. There is no need to drill the
wheel-collar hole through the tiller arm. This
could weaken the tiller arm if using 1/4”
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wide brass stock. I use K&S brass strip .032” thick and 1/4 or 1/2” wide for 60-sized models, and smaller.
Larger models might need .064” thick stock.
To make the tiller-arm, draw the hole-pattern and shape wanted directly on the brass stock. Then centerpunch and drill the holes with a 1/16” bit. When soldering on the wheel collar, use a steel spring clamp or a
servo-mount screw to keep the parts from shifting. Be CAREFUL to keep solder AWAY from the clampingscrew AND the set-screw threads in the wheel collar!!

I use 30 pound test, nylon-coated steel fishing-leader
for the control cables. I use Du-Bro #895 Crimps on
the cable ends. The line-clips are fishing tackle. The
slack in the cables is adjusted by Du-Bro #618 4-40
Rigging Couplers screwed to the control clevises.
These 2 photos show the front (left) and rear (above)
cable hookups for a model with water-rudders on
both floats.

Ed Morgan
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Cox and “giant scale,” generally are never used
in the same sentence, so you may be surprised to
learn that Cox did in fact manufacture an engine
having slightly more displacement than what we
have long associated with Cox...
Here we have the latest addition to my engine collection: A “Rhino 140,” flanked by a Cox PeeWee .020.
The “Rhino” was designed by Cox Manufacturing to
power either a chainsaw - the “Beaver” - or to power
a bicycle - the “Bronco.”
The engine was also sold by Cox as an industrial
powerplant and was used by one company out of Seattle to power a portable winch. About 30,000 were

produced. Cox later sold the production rights to
Roper Manufacturing.
Cox NEVER offered this engine for model aircraft
use. It was HOBBY SHACK that converted these engines from gas to glow, calling them the “Rhino 140.”
The Rhino 140 really is the missing link between the largest widely available ‘giant scale’ engine of the late
1970’s - the O.S. Max .80 - and the engine that revolutionized giant scale RC, the Quadra 35. Unlike the
Quadra, the Rhino 140 was a glow fueled engine and to my knowledge, never really established much a
following, not only because of the inherent drawbacks of glow ignition, but because the Quadra was introduced shortly after the Rhino.
Interestingly, the Rhino did not like small’ish propellers and preferred something in the 20x5 size for proper
operation. That was quite a piece of lumber for only 23 cc’s ! The engine is “over built” for model use,
which is typical of an industrial 2 stroke. IF you can locate one of these (why would you ever want to? :),
the stock carburetor is usually either missing or trashed. They were an odd design, mostly plastic, with a
modified Tillotson diaphragm.
Here are pix of mine when I first acquired it (stock carburetor missing):
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After disassembly, a good cleaning, and glass bead blasting, I elected to doll it up with some high temperature VHT engine enamels.

I purchased a Kavan carburetor (on clearance) from MECOA, guesstimating the proper size for this displacement and had Jim Hill expertly machine an intake manifold for my engine.
Like many larger 2 stroke gas engines, the engine uses a Reed Block between the carburetor
and crankcase. I haven’t the slightest idea if
this engine/carburetor/manifold concoction
would result in a pleasing powerplant, and probably will never invest the time and energy to find
out… what would be the point?
The only description I have ever run across of a
Rhino 140 actually flying an RC model, was
from an April 1978 RC Modeler magazine in
which they reviewed the Bud Nosen Gere Sport
biplane kit.
The completed Gere Sport, VERY lightly built
and covered with Monokote, weighed only 14.5
pounds and was initially powered by an O.S.
Max .80 spinning a 14x6 propeller. They had to
add 2 pounds of lead to the nose to get it to balance, for an all-up flying weight of 16.5 pounds!
That’s a 13cc glow engine flying a 16.5 pound, 8 foot span BIPLANE!
Those of you who have seen my Nosen Gere Sport flying with its 85cc Roto twin are probably wondering
HOW on Earth the original ever became airborne with only an O.S. Max .80 in the nose??!
According to the review… VEEEEERRY SLOOOOWWLY. They said it took considerable time just to establish 50 feet of altitude! They then switched to a Rhino 140 with an 18x6, then later a 20x5 prop. They
said, “performance was improved, but still relied on the airplane’s innate stability.” That is the sum total of
everything I have ever read about this engine IN THE AIR. As I say, Hobby Shack probably sold very few
since the engine was eclipsed by the Quadra 35 shortly after its introduction.
I suppose waxing nostalgic over these antiquated RC relics is a sign of old age (or is it lost youth?)… or
more accurately in my case, MIS-SPENT YOUTH.
My collection is dominated not so much by engines I feel are great “investments,” but engines I lusted over
as a kid or was in some way smitten or fascinated by… The Rhino 140 is just one of many, but its history
and direct connection to COX, THE engine manufacturer most of us oldsters cut our modeling teeth on,
makes it even more special in my book.
Rich Geertson
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HOW to Restore the Finish on a Glow Engine
Rich Geertson
Owing to the fact that so few are using GLOW engines these days, the effective cleaning of glow engines is no longer a hot topic.
While some engines fare better than others, eventually glow fuel and grime gets baked into the finish
of every well-used engine, especially one that has been cowled in or over-heated from time to time.
The finer finished engines (like O.S.) tended to resist this cosmetic deformation better than many, but
continuous operation will eventually foul the aluminum finish of any engine.
Simply handling engines results in fouling the nice “new” aluminum finish. Have you ever seen guys
selling what they say is a “NIB” (new in box) engine that no longer has that “new” look? Aluminum
oxidizes. Handling aluminum causes it to oxidize quicker.
And even without high heat, glow fuel eventually stains the aluminum finish, making it appear blotchy
and uneven.
At one time, “da bomb” for removing baked-on engine grime was a product called DEMON CLEAN. I
never used it, and recently saw that its current purveyor is trying to sell all rights to the product on
eBay. I am guessing there isn’t much of a demand for miracle glow engine cleaning elixirs, these
daze…
For years I have used simple, readily available “tools” for cleaning… hot water and soap, Simple
Green, even lacquer thinner. I have never found anything that easily removes baked-on varnish and
glow fuel/oil. Wire brushes can be employed, but come with drawbacks as well, often changing the
finish permanently, and not is a pleasing way. I have even left engine parts soaking in lacquer thinner for days, with minimal results.
Some guys swear by a kitchen Crock Pot filled with radiator fluid (propylene glycol), allowing the parts
to “cook” for many hours, but I have also read this discolors the aluminum as well. What to do??
GLASS BEAD BLASTER!!
After doing quite a bit of research I decided I didn’t need or want anything larger than a bench top
model. I also found that most every cheap bench top model was assembled from sheet metal, using
some sort of foam rubber between the parts to, ostensibly, contain the blasting media. In actual use,
most all of the units leaked, allowing the blasting media to get all over the shop. Even more important, I wanted something MADE IN THE USA. I found a unit that checked all the boxes from a
company called CYCLONE out of Dowagiac, Michigan. Their bench top blasting cabinet is a one-piece
molded box so there is no way for the media to seep out through any cracks or gaps.
Perhaps the most difficult thing to ascertain was WHAT SORT OF MEDIA I should be using? Some
swear by crushed walnut shells, others fine sand. Breathing anything silica-based can be quite unhealthy, and I didn’t want that added risk.
I finally decided on glass beads with a grit of between 100-175.
When it comes to restoring the aluminum finish on a model engine, I wanted enough abrasion to remove the bad stuff, getting into every nook and cranny, but without altering the surface.
Oh, and another option to consider was hand-operated blasting gun or foot pedal?
Turns out the foot pedal is the way to go, and the Cyclone cabinet I purchased included foot pedal
control.
As a test, I purchased perhaps the worst looking engine I could find. This is a K&B .45 Sportster and
a Davis Diesel head. I have no of idea its history, but it had very good
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compression, little play, and LOTS of baked-on glow fuel. Starting with a vigorous cleaning with
Simply Green, then hot soapy water, I disassembled the engine completely and dried every part. I
soaked the worst parts in Lacquer thinner for 2 days, with almost no discernible improvement.
Into the glass bead blaster it went! The cylinder and crankcase internals were protected with tape.
While this prevents any etching, beads still get into every nook and cranny and after blasting, the
parts must be thoroughly blown out with compressed air, washed again and dried.
My son polished the diesel head and prop washer. The stock muffler was unusable and was replaced
with a Merco muffler I had on hand that needed a home.

What a difference my CYCLONE makes!
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